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timing without having to put the bow in a press and twist up 
cables. � ese bows also incorporate Powershift Technology; 
the customer can set the PowerDisk for Performance, at 
the Classic setting or at the Comfort setting. � e Powershift 
Technology doesn’t change the peak weight, Hernandez 
said; it varies the draw-force curve to determine how long 
you’re pulling that peak weight during your draw. 

At the Wyndscent booth, Calvin Beeke (left in photo 
at right), Rob Wynalda (center) and Gar Allison were pro-
moting a new way to dispense cover scents and attractants. 
Technology similar to that used in electronic cigarettes has 
been adapted to send scent out in 
clouds timed at 1, 3 or 5 minute 
intervals. Based on what you set 
the interval at, a small vial will 
last for 40 to 100 hours of use. A 
three pack of the scents retails for 
about $20.

� e Belmont, Michigan � rm 
sells tripods, stakes and tree 
mounts for the battery powered 
unit. Reach Wyndscent by calling 
(616) 581-0993.

At right, Matt Murphy was 
helping to introduce the Treezyn 
line of camouflage clothing 
headed by Jon “Cobb” Sanders. 
� e Treezyn Late Season Brown 
pattern was available on a wide 
range of garments sewn from a 
moisture-wicking blend of poly-
ester and lycra. Murphy said 
people like the pattern, the com-
fort and the price. � e suggested 
retail price of one of the jack-
ets he showed us was $85. “Cobb 
wants to make good camo cloth-
ing a� ordable to the blue collar 
bowhunter,” Murphy said. Reach Treezyn in Kentucky by 
calling (859) 265-7990.

We had to laugh at the 
sign Steven Cancelli (above) 
was displaying at the Big 
Game International booth, 
which warned that deer 
would be shot if caught eat-
ing the corn intended for 
squirrels and chipmunks. 
� e supplier has a 70 page 
catalog available for retail-
ers interested in stocking a 
gift department tailored to 
hunters. � e thermos bottles 
shaped like giant shot shells 
and ri� e cartridges were 
another attention-getter at 
this booth. Reach Big Game 

International by calling (800) 
622-9662.

� e luncheon put on by the 
Media Direct Agency gave us 
an opportunity to see the lat-
est from Easton and Beman. 
Gary Cornum said the com-
pany wanted to bring FMJ (Full 
Metal Jacket) arrows into the 
price range where the average 
bowhunter could bene� t from 
their strength and increased 

penetration. FMJ introduced the arrows 
originally in the 5 millimeter size, the 
same diameter as Axis carbon arrows. � at 
was about a decade ago. Five years later, 
Easton unveiled the slimmer 4 millime-
ter size designed for use with Deep Six 
broadheads. 

Making small diameter arrows is more 
costly and di�  cult, Cornum said, so the 
answer for broadening the market for FMJ 
was to develop a larger 6 millimeter size. 
Cornum also worked with the engineering 
team to simplify the graphics on the new 
shafts and all the packaging was changed 

so FMJ shafts are now branded by their inside dimension. 
� e new FMJ 6 millimeter arrows are priced to retail for 
$69.99, � etched by the half dozen.

On the Beman side, the marketing approach has been 
changed to emphasize the “Made in America” appeal, as this 
booth display (below) indicates. Beman arrows come in a 
6.5 millimeter inside diameter and di� erent styles and price 
points are based around their straightness. Reach the  arrow 
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builder at (801) 539-1400.
At the Masterpiece Targets booth, 

John Larson of Minnesota’s Bwana 
Archery talked to Jason Johnson about 
the firm’s highly realistic targets. 
Masterpiece builds both full body tar-
gets and these anatomy display models 
that are often used in hunter educa-
tion classes. Reach the manufacturer at 
(877) 738-3676. 

Bearpaw Products, a German man-
ufacturer of traditional archery gear and 
3-D targets, had one of the most sophis-
ticated devices on the show � oor. Henry 
Bodnik demonstrated the electronic spine tester that 

both weighs arrows and measures the 
spine as you press the shaft against a 
sensor with your � nger. By rotating the 
shaft, you can easily identify and mark 
the high spine point so your arrows can 
be � etched to take that into account. In 
the U.S., you can order through Kustom 
King Archery, which can be reached at 
(877) 566-4269.

We tracked down WhackStop 
Targets in the Innovation Zone after 
pulling arrows from them in the 
Browning Crossbow demo booth. Bryan 

McCulloch (shown at left 
with wife Renae) designed 
the targets because he had 
trouble stopping bolts from 
his Barnett Ghost 410. � e 
targets have screens laced 
on an aluminum frame and 
padding surrounding a sus-
pended ballistic mat. � ey 
work best with rounded 

tip points like 
the ones shown 
here. Reach the 
Arizona � rm at 
(928) 715-4125.
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Sheri and Larry Bay of Clean-Shot Archery Products 
announced the newest addition to the Nock Out family of 
lighted nocks. � e Chameleon is appropriately named after 
the color-changing reptile. � is new lighted nock edition 
has the ability to change between six di� erent LED colors 
with the simple swipe of an included magnet. Shooters can 
choose between red, pink, teal, blue, orange and green. � e 
Chameleon will be available this spring and will come in 
several half moon and vertical bow sizes. To learn more, call 
Clean-Shot at (425) 242-5970 ext. 103.

According to Steve and Roberta Huster (photo below), 
getting a deer out of the woods has never been easier 
thanks to the newly introduced Hooker Deer Drag. � is 
small but useful device is built to last and it is constructed 
of solid steel and powder coated to resist rust. A deer can be 
dragged from the woods by the antlers or hind legs and it 
can be done by a lone hunter or with a partner. � e Hooker 
Deer Drag provides great leverage and control while drag-
ging a deer back to camp or to a vehicle. It comes in hunter 
orange and hot pink colors and is long enough not to hit the 
back of the leg when in use. Contact the company by calling 
(513) 404-6207.

Jon Vanek, owner and designer of the QQ Archery 
Support System, explained that maintaining a steady shoot-
ing position while on a spot-and-stalk hunt or while in 
a ground blind can be problematic but the QQ Archery 
Support System can eliminate this dilemma. � e QQ Support 
System allows a hunter to remain rock steady and motion-
less while the quiver holds arrows tight and prevents rattles. 

Turkey hunters who use 
blinds may love this sys-
tem because it reduces 
fatigue by supporting 
the weight of the bow, 
allowing the hunter to 
remain motionless. Now 
any hunter can support 
the weight of the bow in 
the ready position while 
waiting to shoot game or 
when engaging in target 
practice. � e Original 
Quiver-Less Quiver 
Combo provides full 
functionality by encom-
passing a quiver and 
support stick into one 
unit while the Stealth 
Stick model allows users 
to experience the bene� ts of the Support System when using 
their own quivers. Vanek (pictured above) said this year, 
the Support System is being o� ered in orange, aqua, blue, 
turquoise, purple, lilac and cranberry colors that give addi-
tional life to the product. Bow� shermen will like the new 
Fish Sticks model. Find out more by calling (855) 937-7727.

Darren Jones (at right in photo below), CEO of Alpine 
Innovations, is pictured here with the Cambow Bow Sling 
System, which he says is the best bow sling on the market. 
Jones explained the patented limb loop system ensures that 
no bow will ever fall out of the sling and the sling will support 
the bow’s weight on the riser instead of on the delicate cams. 
With a detachable String Guard, the Cambow Bow Sling 
System is both versatile and rugged. � is year, the company 
has introduced the new Crossbow Slicker, a cover that � ts 
all sizes of crossbows from 15 to 30 inches wide. � e new 
Slicker has a buckle harness and o� ers full weather protec-
tion. It is compact as well as light and weighs only 7 ounces. 
Jones noted there is no noisy Velcro to contend with and the 
Slicker will � t all crossbows, including those with parallel 
limbs. It can be removed in seconds and comes with a lens 
cloth for cleaning the crossbow scope. Learn more by calling 
(801) 766-4994.

Tommy Troyer informed dealers at the show that for 
2016, T.R.U. Ball is introducing the new dual caliper Blacknite 

custombowequipment.com

THE NEW CBE TEK HYBRID HUNTING SIGHTS DELIVER INNOVATION, 
ACCURACY, AND DURABILITY WITH INDUSTRY-LEADING PRECISION.
• Redesigned multi-pin aperture scope 

• better access for Easy Pin Adjustment

• Lens-ready design to add magnification

• Micro and tooless multi-adjustment windage

• Brighter Bubble level vial

• Industry first removable light shade
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Series of releases, all with thermody-
namic rubber on the sleeve and thumb 
grip to provide warmth and traction 
under cold weather hunting condi-
tions. � e new series is available in 
Sunset, Midnight and Chameleon col-
ors as well as black and one is shown 
at left. A travel adjustment lock screw 
secures all adjustments.                                                                                                            

� e new Rubberneck release uti-
lizes innovative technology with 20 
degrees of total side to side movement 
that eliminates any unwanted torque. 
� e Rubberneck also features a new 
ergonomic trigger and travel adjust-
ment lock screw to secure adjustments. 
It is available with a black anodized 
head and a choice of a black leather 
buckle or camo Velcro strap.                                                                                  

Troyer noted target shooters will 
be interested in the new Abyss, HBX 
and Sweet Spot models being o� ered 
this year. 

� e Abyss is a brass, thumb acti-
vated button release that uses an identical handle to the 
new Fulcrum release. It has the same impact point and 
comes with a standard adjustable thumb trigger. � e HBX 
is a back tension release that “breaks” or hinges the handle 
between the index and middle � nger to activate the release. 

It includes a single micro-adjustable travel screw, giving the 
shooter a click or no-click choice. Troyer said the all new 
Sweet Spot Pro features a solid brass body that is thinner, 
with more ergonomic interchangeable � nger placements. 
� e � nger choices are the same ones used for the popular 
thumb activated Incredible release.                                                                                            

Troyer, shown in the photo at upper right, noted that 
Axcel Sights is o� ering shooters a choice of two new Accu 
Stat scope housings that will � t any Axcel sight with a second 
and third axis removable block. � e Accutouch 5 Carbon Pro 
and Accutouch 3 sights are also new, have individual micro 
adjust pins in three or � ve pin con� gurations and pins come 
in several colors and sizes. Call (434) 929-2800 for further 
information. 
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Kyle Smith, marketing manager at Battenfeld 
Technologies, told ArrowTrade that Battenfeld’s main focus 
at the ATA Show was to spotlight the company’s Hooyman 
Products. According to Bob Zara, vice president of sales, at 
left above with Smith, Hooyman is o� ering a new 40 volt 
Lithium Pole Saw that delivers a longer run time, higher 
performance and fade free power with no memory loss. 
� e lithium ion battery snaps in and out of the saw with 
ease and, once placed in the included charger, recharges in 
about an hour. Zara noted the saw has a run time of about 90 
minutes and a user of average height can reach up to 15 feet.                                                                                   

Bowhunters, campers and homeowners will be inter-
ested in the new Megabite hand saws from Hooyman as 
well. � ese saws use high carbon SK 5 steel in a tapered 
blade design with an impulse hardened four edge tooth 
that improves tooth geometry and provides top cutting 
performance and a longer cutting life. � ere is even a new 
Pole Saw Lopper Attachment, available to � t all Hooyman 
saw poles, that will easily cut branches up to 1-1/2 inches in 
diameter. Battenfeld Technologies can be contacted at (573) 
777-7614. 

Dan Welker, sales director for Inferno Crossbows, 
informed dealers about the new Inferno Scorch and said it 
is the fastest crossbow the company makes. � e anti-dry� re 
equipped Scorch will deliver an arrow at more than 390 feet 
per second and comes fully equipped with a 4 x 32 multi-
reticle illuminated scope, four carbon arrows with 100 grain 
tips, an adjustable quick detach quiver, a padded sling and 
a cocking rope. Welker, who is pictured here, said the Scorch 

is an excellent 
value for the 
money. “Our 
company is 
based on value 
and perfor-
mance and the 
Scorch is only 
one of the nine 
bows in our 
line,” he noted. 
The new 
Inferno Flame 
is a compound 
c r o s s b o w 

while the Inferno Heat is o� ered as a recurve model. Both 
o� er shooters the same value at a more a� ordable price. To 
learn more, call Arrow Precision at (610) 437-7138.

With Chronic Wasting Disease being of concern in sev-
eral states, Judi and Sam Collora, owners of Mrs. Doe Pee’s 
Buck Lures, said to ensure the health of their deer herd, they 
have been involved in disease testing programs through the 
Department of Agriculture at the federal and state levels 
for the past 14 years. Judi, who is pictured at right above, 
informing a group of interested buyers, stated the Mrs. Doe 
Pee’s herd is a closed herd, which means all female deer are 
arti� cially inseminated to get di� erent bloodlines. She said 
this eliminates the possibility of introducing a potentially 
diseased live animal from another breeder into the herd. 
Judi also noted there is 100 percent testing of all dead deer a 
year or more older and the health of the herd has been veri-
� ed by a district veterinarian to be healthy and disease free. 
Mrs. Doe Pee’s o� ers hunters pure, undiluted and freshly 
collected urine that is frozen to a slush and shipped within 
days. To order, phone (319) 931-1968.

Dealers know there are hundreds of broadhead styles 
on the market but according to Keith Powell, owner of 
A�  ictor Broadheads, the DriveKey Technology utilized by 
the A�  ictor is a breakthrough and the industry’s � rst true 
hybrid broadhead design. “� e A�  ictor o� ers shooters the 
advantage of a mechanical head with � xed blade features 
like bleeder blades, locking blades and a cut-on-contact tip. 
� e head is only 5/8 of an inch wide in � ight and is extremely 
accurate,” Powell told us. “� e blades lock on entering the 
animal and we back our claim with a money-back guaran-
tee.” In � ight, Powell noted, A�  ictor Broadheads are small, 
a e r o d y n a m i c 
and extremely 
accurate while 
upon impact, 
they are solid 
and o� er a huge 
2 inch tradi-
tional two blade 
cut with bleeder 
blades. Office 
Manager Sheila 
Potts (left), 
Powell (cen-
ter) and Sales 
Representative 
Jonathan Creed 
are pictured 
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here. To learn 
more, contact 
the company at 
(866) 202-5002.

This year 
marks the 16th 
anniversary of 
Bowjax and 
according to 
Becky and Stuart 
Wright, who are 
pictured here, 
the company is 
built on tenac-
ity, credibility 
and great cus-
tomer service. 
� e  Wrights founded Bowjax in 
2000 with a desire and commit-
ment to bring the best designed 
archery vibration dampening 
system available to the archery 
world. The new Revelation 
X-shaped limb dampeners 
wedge snugly between bow 
limbs without screws or adhe-
sives. � e dampener arms move 
freely to reduce vibration, save 
the life of the bow limb and � t 
bows with an 11/16 of an inch 
gap. Shooters with an eye for 
style will like the fact that the dampeners come in 10 di� erent colors. Crossbow 
enthusiasts haven’t been left out, as the new Crossbow Dampening Kit, shown 
here, has a pair of universal-sized split limb dampeners, a pair of stirrup damp-
eners and a bolt retention spring dampener. All can be bought separately but the 
kit saves customers money. To learn more, phone the company at (208) 762-3692.

� e payment processing industry is constantly evolving and Pivotal Payments
is committed to providing merchants with the services needed to ensure their 
businesses’ growth and success. To achieve that goal, the company o� ers a com-
plete range of payment processing services, scalable solutions and merchant 
focus. With worldwide e-commerce sales accounting for over 1.3 trillion dollars, 
some businesses may be missing out on additional pro� ts. GlobalOne, powered 

by Pivotal Payments, is an easy-to-
use payment platform that helps 
merchants increase revenue, reduce 
costs and reach a global clientele. 
According to Dale Bergman (left 
in photo), who is reviewing mate-
rial with Scott Leun, GlobalOne 
will signi� cantly impact revenue 
while reducing operating expenses. 
Bergman noted new users can eas-
ily begin using GlobalOne within 
hours and are assisted with its use 
every step of the way. Bergman 
also noted that customers receive 
VIP client care with dedicated and 
knowledgeable support coupled 
with lightning fast response. To 
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learn what GlobalOne can do for you, phone Bergman at 
(773) 206-9446.

As ground blinds grow in popularity for deer and turkey 
hunting, hunters try to � nd a way to make them blend in 
with their surroundings. Tree Jack o� ers a solution to this 
problem by teaming up with natural foliage and is an e� ec-
tive way to brush in a ground blind or treestand. Dan and 
Joanna Russell, who are pictured above, explained that there 
are three ground blind models and two models designed for 
treestand hunters. � ose who hunt from the ground will be 
interested in the Tree Jack Houdini Lite because it weighs 
just 5-1/2 pounds and � ts in a pack or turkey vest. � e 
Houdini Lite gives the hunter the option of setting up on the 
� y. Dan said with Tree Jack, it’s easy to move in and create 
the cover needed for just about any hunting situation. Find 
out more by calling (704) 986-4827.

� e folks at Reconyx wondered why all game cameras 
were square and came up with the revolutionary cylindrical 
design of the new Micro� re game camera. By developing a 
camera in a cylindrical form, Reconyx greatly reduced the 
face of the camera, shrinking it to approximately 2 inches in 
diameter. With no more straps or bungee cords to give away 
the camera’s location, hunters can now mount the Micro� re 
in almost any direction they wish using the included univer-
sal camera mount. � ere are no onboard switches, buttons 
or LED displays in this camera. Instead, the user utilizes a 
smartphone or tablet via a free mobile app for Android or 
iOS devices. Checking the camera status, changing program-

ming options 
or download-
ing photos can 
be done from 
100 feet away. 
The Microfire 
features no-
glow technology 
and is made in 

America. Jim Ratajczek, vice president of sales and market-
ing, is pictured bottom left with the new Micro� re. To learn 
more about this revolutionary camera, phone the company 
at (866) 493-6064. 

Bow� shing is extremely popular in many states and 
this year, AMS Bow� shing partnered with Quest Archery 
to design the all new Eradicator or “E-Rad” bow. � e E-Rad 
has a 30 to 60 pound draw weight adjustment range, which 
means it can be used by just about any member of the fam-
ily. Silky smooth Phaze cams provide an ultra smooth draw 
while the machined aluminum riser o� ers lightweight sti� -
ness to meet the demands of higher performance. � e E-Rad 
can be purchased as a bow only or in a complete kit that 
enables a shooter to get out on the water as quickly as pos-
sible. Matthew Schillinger, public relations director for AMS, 
who is pictured above holding the new bow package, said 
AMS has come out with several new items for the bow� sher-
man. � e new Lava Crux is an AMS engineered, patent- 
pending arrow shaft that provides an arrow with more spine 
for superior shootability. � e Lava Crux features a carbon 
core with a � berglass wrapped exterior to ensure the carbon 
can’t splinter or break. Schillinger also noted AMS is o� ering 
new color kits for its Retriever reels and a new bow case with 
moisture wicking technology. Also, with 10 pockets of stor-
age space, the new Slinger bow case provides room for most 
bow� shing equipment. Contact AMS at (888) 541-7657.

High Point Products makes a number of innovative 
products for serious hunters. According to Owner Rick 
Leasure, several new products will be of interest to hunters 
this year. � e 3 in 1 Treestand Camera Holder will allow a 
hunter to keep a smartphone or camera conveniently within 
reach. It quickly attaches to any standard treestand in order 
to permit quick and easy access. � e 3 in 1 Stabilizer Camera 
Holder allows a hunter to attach a smartphone, Go-Pro or 

standard camera to a bow utilizing the stabi-
lizer camera kit. � e new bow holster is rede-
signed to provide a better grip and � exibility 
for the new generation of bows. � e holster 
holds the bow � rmly in place while the hunter 
or shooter walks. � e Accessory Ground Stake 
is designed to keep a bow and all other acces-
sories o�  the ground during hunting from a 
blind and is very useful for practice sessions 
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as well. Bob Whitman (left), Leasure (center) and Dave 
Edwards are pictured above with the new products. � e 
Wattsburg, Pennsylvania company can be reached by call-
ing (866) 674-6480. 

Providence Marketing Group is responsible for all 
media buying and public relations on behalf of Pradco 
Outdoor Brands, which manufactures Summit Treestands, 
Seat-O-� e-Pants harnesses, Moultrie cameras and feeders, 
Knight & Hale game calls and Code Blue scents and lures. 
Robert Schoenvogal, president of Pradco Brands, is seen 
at left in the photo to the right 
while Je�  Bergman, president of 
Providence Marketing, is pictured 
at the podium, informing those 
attending a media luncheon of 
the exciting changes that can be 
expected in the Pradco products 
in 2016. 

Bergman noted that Moultrie
is o� ering eight new cameras, 
all with increased reliability and 
dependability, faster trigger speed 
and increased battery life. He 
also noted Summit is now o� er-
ing its Vine Single and Double 
Hunter treestands as well as the 
BackCountry hang-on stand. � e 
Vine Climbing Sticks feature curved lines that mimic the 
forest canopy and allow hunters to better blend in with their 
surroundings. Hunters are kept safer because of the Vine’s 
innovative step design with signpost bends that mimic tree 
vines and conceal the ladder while o� ering two post stabil-
ity during ascent to the tree. 

Knight & Hale is known for creating calls that produce 
realistic wildlife sounds. � is year, the company announced 
it is reintroducing the brand to the next generation of hunt-
ers through its newly minted partnership with Michael 
Waddell and the entire Bone Collector crew. � is is a stra-
tegic partnership between the two, it is expected to extend 
well beyond product promotion and it will impact product 
development, marketing and the long-term brand vision. 

Along with its line of animal scents, Code Blue o� ers 
hunters a complete line of scent elimination products. 

All contain the patented odor elimination power of Silver 
Scent technology and contain medical grade Nanosilver. For 
further information on any of these products, contact the 
Providence Marketing Group at (715) 442-2078.

According to Trophy Taker President Dan Evans, target 
and 3-D shooters will be interested in the newly redesigned 
Spring Steel and Spring Steel Pro arrow rests. � e Spring Steel 
features an in� nitely adjustable launcher blade angle while 
the Spring Steel Pro has been shaved down to an impressive 
1-3/4 ounces. Both come with a lifetime warranty. Evans 
noted the Option 4, 6 and 8 pin sights combine the best ele-
ments of � xed and movable pin sights into a sleek, tough 

and lightweight package. With 
just a � ick of the wrist, any of 
these sights is able to transform 
from a hybrid � xed and mov-
able pin sight into a true single 
pin mover. Trophy Taker will 
also o� er two broadheads for 
2016. � e Shuttle T-Lok features 
a patented T-shaped connec-
tion between the blades and 
the ferrule that prevents the 
Shuttle T blades from separat-
ing from the ferrule, even when 
shot through solid bone. � e 
ferrule of the A-Tac broadhead 
is machined out of a solid piece 
of stainless steel and features a 

single piece unvented stainless steel blade that is .080 of an 
inch thick. � e A-Tac is available in standard and Deep Six 
threads in 100 and 125 grain weights. Evans is pictured at the 
top right of the page with the new Quivalizer, which he says 
is the � rst quiver and stabilizer combination on the market. 
Evans explained the Quivalizer increases aiming stability at 
full draw and requires no tools for attachment or removal. 
He also noted it can be clipped to the side of a bow for stor-
age and moved into shooting position in just seconds. Call 
(406) 826-0600 to learn more. 

Watson AirLock is noted for its performance engi-
neered products that keep hunting gear and clothing dry, 
scent free and organized. Watson AirLock products feature 
high-tech components such as premium YKK zippers, two- 
sided fabric coating, premium nylon and polyester fabric 
and back-coated, reinforced stitching. According to Sales 
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Representative Buck Owen, who is pictured above behind 
a display of the new bags, this year, the company has part-
nered with the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and is o� er-
ing four new RMEF models. � e Mini Camo Carrier, Camo 
Carrier and Bottomless 26 Roller Bag are now available 
with an attractive RMEF logo. Owen noted the Bottomless 
26 Roller Bag features a reinforced � oor panel and an inte-
grated changing mat that makes it perfect for travel or stor-
age. Phone the Washington, Pennsylvania company at (724) 
206-9312 for additional information.

For the past 23 years, Win&Win bows have proven their 
performance and value to the archery world by winning 
Olympic gold and world championships and setting many 
world records. According to Eddy Jung, marketing manager 
for the company, this year, Win&Win is introducing two new 
100 percent carbon compound bows featuring innovative 
technology and high quality components. � e Hurricane C6 
is lighter, stronger and more stable due to its Nano Carbon 
technology and at 3-1/2 pounds, Jung says this new o� ering 
may be the lightest carbon compound bow on the market. 
Jung pointed out the Hurricane C6 o� ers shooters new 
Synergy Cams that allow let-o�  to be 
adjusted without changing bow weight. 
He also noted a new limb stop system 
provides the shooter with a solid back 
wall at full draw. Other features include 
an easy-to-tune timing system, a � exible 
cable guide and a newly designed accel-
erator slide that minimizes friction and 
cable wear. � e Hurricane C6 is avail-
able with an aluminum riser as well. 

Jung noted the Shadow Pro might 
o� er the perfect combination of fea-
tures for hunting as well as target and 
3-D competition. � is bow is capable 
of sending arrows downrange at more 
than 320 feet per second and is available 
in nine di� erent color combinations, 
including a USA � ag and a camo pat-
tern. To learn more, contact Jung, who 
is pictured above right on this page, 
by e-mailing him at eddy@win-archery.
com.

When we caught up with former Olympian Rick 
McKinney (below), he told us Carbon Tech couldn’t make 
its arrows better, so it made them more attractive. � e Lynx, 
Cougar, Whitetail, Cheetah, Rhino and Panther arrow shafts 
all feature new eye-catching graphics and deliver the speed, 
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There is
Really Nothing
More to Say.
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accuracy, durability and consistency shooters have come to 
expect. McKinney noted crossbow shooters haven’t been 
left out, either; the Badger is a new crossbow shaft designed 
for those who want a longer shaft. � e Badger is 26 inches 
long and weighs 11.2 grains per inch. Carbon Tech can be 
reached by calling (800) 951-8736.

Ladder stands are popular with many hunters but they 
can prove to be di�  cult to erect. Previously, to secure the 
top bracket of a ladder stand, the user typically had to climb 
the ladder and secure the bracket to the tree. � is could 
pose a danger if the hunter slips or loses his or her balance 
while securing the bracket. � e LockJawz treestand elimi-
nates this potential hazard because it utilizes locking jaws 
with an innovative rope and pulley system to secure the top 
bracket of the stand prior to climbing the ladder. You can see 
a brightly colored version of the locking jaws in this booth 
photo below. Dave Gorisek and his partner Jim Boekeloo 
said they have grown the company considerably since our 
visit at the 2015 show. � e LockJawz treestand is available in 
several models, including a double wide and a single wide 
version. Gorisek said hunters can take the LockJawz out of 
the box and, with very little assembly, put it in place in min-
utes. Hunters will like how this stand folds � at and converts 
into a game cart. Boekeloo noted the pulley has a place for a 
lock to be inserted as added insurance against theft. To learn 
more, contact the company at (815) 878-0327.

� e EZ Green Bow Press (below at center) was designed 
with the home bow mechanic in mind. � is year, Last Chance 

Archery is o� er-
ing the new EZ 
Green Crossbow 
Press, featuring 
a patented � nger 
system that will 
a c c o m m o d a t e 
most crossbows 
and reverse limb 
crossbow models. 
Jonathan Clark, 
media/sta�  coor-
dinator for the 
company, who is 

seen above, informed interested dealers that the new EZ 
Green Crossbow Press o� ers a hand crank to provide fast, 
smooth movement.

Clark also noted the company has developed a new Pro 
Grain Scale for shooters who like precision. � e professional 
digital scale is perfect for weighing carbon or aluminum 
arrows, points, broadheads or vanes. It features a durable 
and convenient touch screen with a digital LED display and 
auto calibration. � e unit will turn o�  automatically after 
60 seconds and will measure up to 3,000 grains. It is shown 
below the press at the bottom of this page. For additional 
information on these or any other products manufactured by 
the Pendergrass, Georgia company, phone (706) 654-1961.

For hunters, cold weather conditions are often the norm 
and fortunately, there is high-tech clothing available that 
allows them to stay outdoors far longer. Mary Snyder, vice 
president of marketing at Absolute Outdoors, makers of the 
ArcticShield brand of clothing, was kept busy informing 
dealers about several new products o� ered by the company. 
Cold feet can ruin a hunt in a hurry, so once in the stand, 
many hunters use ArcticShield boot insulators to keep their 
feet warm. As popular as these boot insulators are, hunters 
will be happy to learn they have been re-engineered with 
updated features, such as YKK locking zippers at the back 
and added speed clips that easily attach them to a pack or 
jacket. Shown below, the ArcticShield Boot Insulators come 

in � ve sizes that will accommodate 
boots from size 7 to 15. � ey are water 
resistant, lightweight and packable. 
Snyder is pictured at the top of the 
next page holding the new Heat Echo 
Light jacket, which is o� ered with a 
matching set of pants. � e jacket and 
pants are made with a bonded fab-
ric featuring a nylon shell and � eece 

interior. Both 
are water resis-
tant, windproof 
and breath-
able. Snyder 
also noted a 
new Heat Echo 
Vest and Heat 
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Echo mid-weight jacket 
and pants are new this 
year. Both o� er Retain 
Active breathable heat 
retention technology and 
are water resistant, wind-
proof and breathable.

Contact the company 
by calling (320) 252-2056. 

For centuries, natural 
feathers have been used 
as � etching for arrows 
and despite the modern 
trend to use plastic � etch-
ing, they remain popular 
with a segment of archers. 
According to Bob Link 
of True� ight Feathers, 
who is pictured here 
with Amanda Mattson, 
feather � etching o� ers an 
unbeatable combination 
of extremely light weight, 
high strength, fold down 
forgiveness and aerody-
namic “grip.” Link said 
True� ight Feathers has 
been the world leader 
in arrow � etching for 
over 50 years and every 
Trueflight Feather is 
hand processed and 
hand inspected at least 
three times before leaving 
the plant. Link also noted 
the company is making it 
easier for individuals to 
purchase small quantities of feathers and now, those feathers are being o� ered 
in packs of 18. Link told ArrowTrade each package comes with six barred and 12 
solid color feathers. Dealers can obtain single packs of the feathers from Kinsey’s 
and Lancaster Archery. Phone (715) 543-8451 for additional information. 

According to Forrest Carter, who is pictured below, Carter Enterprises is 
introducing the four � nger 1st Choice release for 2016. � e 1st choice features 
the same comfortable and universal � t handle as its predecessor, the Too Simple 
but incorporates a longer neck. Carter noted this is a target quality thumb trig-
ger release that is simple to use and hunter friendly. Along with the 1st Choice, 
Carter Enterprises 
has introduced 
the Wise Choice 
and various brass 
releases. � e Wise 
Choice is a thumb 
trigger release that 
adds an index � n-
ger hole to assist 
with consistent 
index � nger place-
ment. It also has 
a new removable 

Arrowtrade_1/3 PG Vert Ad_Trim: 2.3 x 9.875
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Dillon Brown: 
830.899.2999
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lanyard system 
that gives the 
bowhunter an 
option of clip-
ping it on the 
loop or keeping 
it on the wrist. 
Some Carter 
release fans 
clamored for a heavier brass handle in the company’s 
releases so Carter responded by incorporating the heavier 
handle into eight of its most popular release models to 
provide a more stable feel and better shot inertia. Contact 
Carter Enterprises by calling (208) 624-3467.

Light can be the di� erence between security and fear 
or even life and death. Ultimate Wild o� ers hunters a 
variety of extremely bright lights appropriate for just about 
any situation. Each light in the company’s line is designed 
with a perfected combination of bezel width, cone shape 
and depth, and LED selection to create the bright and bal-
anced light pattern for the intended use of that light. Aaron 
Montes (left in this photo) and Preston Simpson explained 
to interested dealers that 
some tasks, such as blood 
trailing, require a light that 
disperses quickly and illu-
minates evenly at the dis-
tance of a few feet. � ey 
also explained that other 
tasks require a beam to 
stretch for hundreds of 
yards. Montes noted the 
Ultra-Bright SL-1000 hand-
held rechargeable spotlight 
weighs less than a pound 
yet has a 1000 lumen out-
put for 2-1/2 hours at full 
brightness and full charge. 
� e SL-750 is a compact 
version of the Ultimate Wild handheld spotlight and it is just 
as rugged, lightweight, ultra-bright and rechargeable as the 
bigger version. � e SL-750 is well balanced and very easy to 
hold using a pistol grip while a comfortably placed power 
button allows convenient one-handed operation. 

Montes noted his company also manufactures the 
Impact Xtreme 8 Megapixel trail camera with delay settings 
from 5 seconds to 15 minutes. It has a detection range of 
over 75 feet and LED night illumination at that distance as 
well. To � nd out more about these and other products, call 
(800) 291-1779. 

BIGshot Targets captured the attention of major cross-
bow manufacturers at this year’s show by demonstrating 
uncompromising arrow stopping performance. Several of 
the industry’s most in� uential crossbow manufacturers, 
including Scorpyd, TenPoint, Carbon Express, Darton and 
Kodabow, selected targets from the BIGshot Iron Man series 
for their shooting demonstrations. BIGshot Targets Owner 
Al Perelli is pictured at the top right of this page with the new 
BIGshot Extreme 500 Series Target. Perelli noted this is the 

� rst 500 fps target in the industry. He explained the Extreme 
500 was developed for the crossbow enthusiast who needs a 
target capable of stopping and releasing arrows shot from the 
best-of-breed crossbows available today. Perelli said shoot-
ers can be con� dent the Extreme 500 will not only stop their 

arrows but also provide an extremely easy pull. 
 Perelli also noted BIGshot Targets o� ers 
shooters realistic hunting scenarios using its 
Video Range system for lifelike practice ses-
sions. � e Hunt Simulator Video Range proj-
ects realistic hunting scenes on the face of 
the target and can be shot with � eld tips from 
either bows or crossbows. � e image on the 
screen pauses after the arrow strikes the target 
to give the shooter instant feedback on the 
nature of the hit. BIGshot Video Systems are 
a� ordable and are available in commercial, 
mobile and personal home sizes. Reach the 
Pennsylvania � rm by calling (888) 651-0029.

Feradyne Outdoors designs, manufactures 
and sells a wide range of innovative outdoor 
products in the bowhunting industry. � ese 

products include equipment from IQ Bowsights, Muzzy, 
Nockturnal Lighted Nocks, Block Targets, Rage Broadheads, 
Hurricane Bag Targets, Sure-Loc, Tru� re, X-Press, Black 
Hole and Shooter 3-D Archery Targets. 

To get a better idea of the new product o� erings for 
2016, we met with Director of Engineering Ryan Chalupsky. 
Chalupsky informed us Tru� re has introduced its newest 
four � nger hammer-throw release: the C4. He explained the 
C4 is lightweight, comfortable, ultra-quiet and built from 
cutting-edge materials. � e 2.1 ounce weight of the C4 is due 
to its injection-molded, high-strength carbon-composite 
main body. A secondary injection of soft rubber � lls sound-
deadening nodes that also act as gripping surfaces and 
� nger comfort pads. � e composite body of the C4 also fea-
tures an integrated string-loop capture that allows archers 
to leave a release attached to the string loop at all times. � e 
C4 is easily convertible for left- or right-handed shooters 
and has a six position thumb trigger that is adjustable for 
travel. � e C4’s internal parts are precisely machined before 
being heat treated for hardness. � e newly designed string 
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hook is fully machined 
and completely encircles 
the string loop when the 
cocking lever is activated. 
� e C4 is at right.

The second new 
release offering from 
Tru� re is this Patriot Flex 
at right, featuring a new 
aluminum-alloy head 
and a newly designed 
trigger with machined 
and hardened 
steel components. 
It is adjustable 
for travel and 
is exceptionally 
responsive yet 
its dual-caliper 
string release has 
increased holding 
strength. � e head of the Patriot Flex is attached to the wrist 
strap by 1/2 inch nylon webbing with both a steel and nylon 
buckle, allowing for generous and precise adjustment. � e 
head can also be oriented for either right- or left-handed 
users. � e webbing is contained in a protective rubber Flex 
Tube that can be cut to length.                                                                            

� e Spark is the third new o� ering in the 2016 Tru� re 
line. � e Spark features spring-loaded jaws with a linear 
bearing system combined with Tru-Forward trigger � nger 
positioning in a compact release head. It will especially 
appeal to young shooters or adults with small hands. 

Rage takes broadhead lethality to a whole new level 
with the introduction of the Hypodermic +P. � e blades 
of the Hypodermic +P are swept back dramatically after 
deployment to provide unprecedented penetration on large 
and dangerous game with standard setups and on big game 
with lower-energy bows. � e 100 grain Hypodermic +P fea-
tures a precision-machined stainless steel Hypodermic fer-
rule with surgically ground .035 inch stainless steel blades. 
� e blades deploy to a 1-1/2 inch cutting diameter after 
creating the initial 2 inch “slap cut” entry hole.                                                       

� e new Rage Hypodermic Crossbow broadhead, 
shown here, sports a popular hybrid tip that is as sharp as 
a needle, allowing it to have the aerodynamics and accu-
racy of a leading edge blade with the bone-crushing per-
formance associated with a chisel tip. For optimum blade 
retention and consistent, 
reliable deployment at all 
times, the Hypodermic 
Crossbow broadhead 
comes equipped with a 
new High-Energy-Series 
Shock Collar that matches 
the diameter of most cross-
bow bolts and retains the 
blades securely no matter 
what speed a crossbow 
reaches. 

� e � nal new 
2016 o� ering from 
Rage is this SS-85 (at 
right), a broadhead 
designed to pen-
etrate deeply when 
shot from bows 
with lower kinetic 
energy. It features 
tough .035 inch 
razor sharp stainless steel blades and comes with a free 
practice head.                                                                             

For 2016 Muzzy Broadheads is o� ering no fewer than 
three new hunting heads. � is Trocar Switch at right features 
adjustable cutting diameters, giving the hunter a choice 
of con� gurations to 
meet current � eld 
conditions. The 
blades of the Trocar 
Switch can be set for 
a 1, 1-1/8 or 1-1/4 
inch cutting diam-
eter while allow-
ing complete tun-
ability to maximize 
performance. 

The Trocar 
HB, at right, o� ers 
shooters 2-5/8 
inches of total cut-
ting surface due to 
a set of 1 inch � xed 
blades paired with 
a 1-5/8 inch set of 
expandable blades. 
Crossbow shooters 
will be interested in 
the new Trocar HBX 
broadhead, which is 
essentially the same 
as the Trocar HB, 
only with a larger diameter ferrule that matches the diam-
eter of a crossbow bolt.                                                                                            

� is new Muzzy Mantis Bow� shing rest was designed 
from the ground up to perform while on the water. � e all alu-
minum frame and mount of the Mantis provide ultra durabil-
ity while the spring loaded, full capture door ensures arrows 
won’t pop out when you are swinging the bow or bounc-
ing over waves. 
A replaceable 
wear pad o� ers 
a smooth draw 
and extended 
life while the 
windage can 
be adjusted in 
the rotatable 
metal frame.                                                                                                                         

Ever since 
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IQ Bowsights intro-
duced its revolu-
tionary Retina Lock 
alignment technol-
ogy, archers who 
adopt one can be 
more con� dent in 
shooting accurately 
at longer ranges. 
IQ Bowsights has 
bridged the gap 
between multiple-
� xed-pin sights and 
rapid adjustable sin-
gle-pin sights with 
the addition of the 
new IQ Pro One and 
IQ Pro Hunter. As with all IQ Bowsight models, the IQ Pro 
One shown here and the IQ Pro Hunter pictured above it 
feature patented Retina Lock alignment technology that pro-
vides instant feedback to identify even the slightest torque or 
anchor point change. 

� e IQ Pro One o� ers an adjustable single pin design 
and the IQ Pro Hunter has two � xed pins for short yardage 
shots that often don’t allow time for � eld adjustment. � e 
IQ Pro Hunter adds an adjustable third pin for longer shots. 
At the heart of both bowsights is a rapid high-pitch one pin 
adjustment system that allows a full range of pin adjustment 
with just a few turns of the green knob at the bottom of the 
sight. � e IQ Pro One and IQ Pro Hunter feature built-in 
sight levels, tool-free locking knobs, fully enclosed 0.019 
inch � ber optic pins and precise incremental adjustments 
on windage and elevation knobs. For those looking for slight 
magni� cation in their bow sights, the Pro One can be � tted 
with a new 2 power abrasion and scratch resistant optical 
grade polymer lens attachment.                                                                                  

According to Ryan Chalupsky, who is pictured here, 
Shooter 3-D 
Archery Targets 
will be of interest 
to many customers 
this year. Realistic in 
both size and look, 
the new 3-Target 
Value Pack of small 
game 3-D Shooters 
provides archers 
with durable, long-
lasting targets at a 
reasonable price. 
The little critters 
present small tar-
get areas for real-
istic practice. � e 
3-Target Value Pack 
includes a musk-
rat, a prairie dog 
and a rabbit. Six 8 
inch, two prong 

ground stakes are included to keep 
the targets in place. � ese targets are 
constructed of high-density impact-
response foam and are tough enough 
to withstand up to 70 pound draw 
weight compound bows. Field points 
are recommended.

Ben Maki, senior vice president 
and chief marketing o�  cer of Mossy 
Oak Brand Camo, is pictured here 
addressing media members and out-
door personalities at a luncheon hosted by the company. 
Maki noted Mossy Oak has grown from its simple begin-
nings as a camou� age company to the embodiment of 
the outdoors lifestyle. He also noted that with over 1,000 
licensees and partners, Mossy Oak provides hunters and 
outdoorspeople with e� ective concealment and has become 
a symbol of their love of the outdoors. 

“We are country” is the tagline of the new Mossy Oak 
commercial that will be airing this year. Maki noted the 
company uses many avenues to promote the Mossy Oak 
brand, including print, television, the Internet and social 
media in addition to events, trade shows and pro sta� . � is 
year, Mossy Oak plans to increase its social media campaign, 
including Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and YouTube. In 
addition, the company plans to continue its television and 
print campaign on a regular basis. Maki told the audience 
Mossy Oak will be introducing a new Western pattern in 
2016 and has joined with Ducks Unlimited to produce the 
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